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1. INTRODUCTION 
,4 matrix A = [aij] of order n 3 2 with entries from the real numbers, 
R, which are nonnegative and satisfy 
ljaijzl, j=l,...,n, (1.1) 
and 
-gzij=l. i=l,..., n, (1.2) 
is called doubly stochastic. It is easy to see that the set of all doubly 
stochastic matrices of order n, 9,(R), is closed under matrix multiplication 
and contains the multiplicative identity I,, but is not closed under matrix 
addition or scalar multiplication. One is tempted to find an algebra 
G”,(R) of real matrices containing 9,(R), which has the row and column 
sum properties of 9,(R). We wish to keep ordinary matrix multiplication 
as our matrix product, and to define a new matrix addition and scalar 
multiplication. This we can do over the reals; however, since, in so doing, 
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we will be ignoring the special nonnegative property of the matrix entries, 
we may as well consider the more general situation in which the matrix 
entries come from an arbitrary field F. In gR(R) it is easy to verify that 
the matrix Jn, in which every entry is n-l, satisfies JnA = AJ, = Jn. 
for all A E gn(R), and that this remains true when A, of order n, has 
arbitrary real entries and satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). Hence Jn will be the 
zero element of b,(R). In the field F, n-l must be defined; hence we must 
put the restriction that char(F) f n. We shall call a matrix A = [aij] 
of order n 3 2 with entries from a field F, char(F) +’ n, which satisfies 
Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) essentially doubly stochastic (e.d.s.) and shall denote 
the set of all such e.d.s. matrices by b,(F). One is led to define e.d.s. 
addition, 0, and e.d.s. scalar multiplication, 0, in G,(F) as follows: for all 
A, BE&,(F) and all aEF, 
A@B=A+B-J, (1.3) 
and 
a o A E aA + (1 - a) J,. (1.4) 
It is easily verified that 6,(F) 1s an abelian group with zero Jn under 
e.d.s. addition, is closed and associative and has the identity I, under 
matrix multiplication, and satisfies both distributive laws concerning 
matrix multiplication over e.d.s. addition. Thus cY~(F) is a ring with 
respect to e.d.s. addition and matrix multiplication. Furthermore, it is 
not difficult to show that G,(F) is closed under e.d.s. scalar multiplication 
and that, for all A, B E G,(F) and all a, b E F, 
(ab) o A = a o (b o A) = b o (a o A), (1.5) 
ao(AB)=(aoA)B=A(aoB), (1.6) 
(a+b)oA=aoA@boA, (1.7) 
and 
ao(A@B)=aoA@aoB, (1.8) 
loA=A. (1.9) 
By (1.5), (1.7), (1.8), and (l.Q), b,(F) IS a vector space over F with respect 
to e.d.s. addition and e.d.s. scalar multiplication. Furthermore, by (1.6), 
we have 
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THEOREM 1.1. The set d,(F) is an algebra over F with respect to e.d.s. 
addition, e.d.s. scalar multi$Acation, and matrix multiplication. 
In this paper we investigate d,(F) over a general field F. After noting 
a few miscellaneous results, we show that, under a certain type of similarity 
transformation in 931,(F), the total algebra of matrices of order n over F, 
b,(F) is algebra isomorphic to Y&_,(F). S UC a similarity transformation h 
is given by a special matrix X, E ‘%Iln,(F). We obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions on X, that the corresponding isomorphism preserve matrix trans- 
poses, and then we completely determine the cases for which such a matrix 
exists. This is of importance for the later study of matrix congruence 
in b,(F). We can interpret b,(F) g eometrically as the total algebra of 
linear transformations on the (n - 1)-dimensional vector space, W,(F), 
of all n-tuples over F with sum of components equal to 1, where vector addi- 
tion and scalar multiplication in W,(F) are defined similar to the e.d.s. 
addition and e.d.s. scalar multiplication, respectively, in 8,(F). Now, 
the matrix X, produces a nonsingular linear transformation from W,(F) 
onto V n_1(F), the vector space of (n - 1))tuples over F. We show, 
conversely, that every nonsingular linear transformation from W,(F) 
onto V,_,(F) is produced by such a matrix X,. Next we show that b,(F) 
has a basis consisting of (n - 1)2 permutation matrices, called a permuta- 
tion basis, and we obtain an algorithm for constructing such a basis. 
When there exists a complete set of mutually orthogonal latin squares of 
order n, we can also obtain a permutation basis of G,(F) by a combinatorial 
construction. Finally, we look at the four well-known matrix equivalence 
relations : row equivalence, equivalence, similarity, and congruence. We 
show that, if two matrices in G,(F) are row equivalent, equivalent, or 
similar in iDIm,( then they are, respectively, row equivalent, equivalent, 
or similar in b,(F), and that, if they are congruent in iQ(F), char(F) # 2, 
and are either both symmetric or both e.d.s. skew-symmetric (defined in 
the next section), then they are congruent in a,(F) whenever there exists 
a transpose-preserving isomorphism between 8,(F) and Y_&_,(F). As a 
corollary to the result on similarity, we show for F G R that, if two 
doubly stochastic matrices in Bn(F) G 9%(R) fl b,(F) are similar in !JXn(F), 
then they are similar by means of a doubly stochastic transform matrix 
in gn(F). This generalizes a special case proved earlier in [2]. We 
leave for the future the further study of a,(F) and its equivalence 
relations, as well as the special study when F is either the real or 
complex numbers. 
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2. MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS AND RESULTS 
Although the following result will come out of our later development, 
it is worth giving here since its proof is short and straightforward. 
LEMMA 2.1. If A E b,(F) is nonsingular, .&ken A-l E b,(F). Hence 
the nonsingular matrices in b,(F) f oym a grou~5 under matrix multiplication. 
Proof. Let A E b,(F) be nonsingular and let A = [aij] and A-l = 
[aij]. Then from AA-l = I = A-IA we obtain 
~~aina;j=6ii=~~a,Aa,i, i=l,..., n, i=l,..., n, (2.1) 
whence, summing the first equation of (2.1) on i, 
1 = k aLj, j=l,...,n, 
k=l 
and summing the second equation of (2.1) on i, 
1 = i a:,; i=l,...,n. 
k=l 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Hence A-l E E,(F). The last statement of the theorem follows immediately. 
We note that in b,(F) the matrix 
a l-a 
A= 
l-a a 1 
is singular only when a = 2-l, i.e., only when A = J2 ; hence every 
nonzero element in b,(F) has an inverse, whence b,(F) is a field. Every 
matrix in b,(F) can be expressed as b o I, for some b E F. Upon examining 
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the mapping b o I2 + b, b E F, we see that b,(F) is, in fact, isomorphic 
to the field F. We shall see in the next section that, for all n > 2, G,(F) is 
isomorphic to the total algebra of matrices of order n - 1 over F. 
In t”,(F) there exist symmetric matrices but no skew-symmetric 
matrices. By the appropriate definition of skew symmetry in b,(F) we 
obtain the matrices which are analogous to the ordinary skew-symmetric 
matrices. As in ordinary matrix theory, we must have the restriction 
that char(F) # 2. We let @ denote e.d.s. subtraction and @A the e.d.s. 
negative of A in b,(F). 
DEFINITION. A matrix Q E b,(F), char(F) f 2, is called e.d.s. skew- 
symmetric if QT = @Q, i.e., if QT @Q = Jn. 
Considered as a matrix in W,(F), an e.d.s. skew-symmetric matrix 
Q satisfies Q + Qr = 2Jn. We can now state the following analog of 
a well-known result in ordinary matrix theory. The proof in the algebra 
b,(F) is the same as the one in ordinary matrix theory and need not be 
given here. 
LEMMA 2.2. Every matrix in b,(F), char(F) # 2, is a unique e.d.s. 
SUYPL of a symmetric matrix and an e.d.s. skew-symmetric matrix in b,(F). 
3. ISOMORPHISMS BETWEEN b,(F) AND mm,_,(F) 
Let X = [Sij] E VJ$_,(F) be nonsingular. We construct the matrix 
X, = [; x1 ‘X ‘;‘I E ,.&, (3.1) 
in VI,(F), where x1,. . , x,_~ E F are chosen so that 
n-1 
Xk + 2 q,< = 0, k=l,...,n-1. (3.2) 
z-1 
Now, since char(F) r n, 
det(X,) = det(n 4 X) = a * det(X) f 0; (3.3) 
hence X,-l exists. Let X,-l = [x:~] and let pi denote the row i sum of 
X,-l, i = 1,. , n. Now 
JnX,, = X,(1 i On-,), (3.4) 
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where 0,-l denotes the zero matrix in ‘IDI+, ; hence 
I 
But also Pl ... Pl 
PZ 
Xn-lJ, = n-1 7” : 
[ 1 . (3.6) Pn **. Pn 
Hence, by (3.5) and (3.6), 
and 
x 11 = . . . = Xln zz n-lpi z x’ yL 0 (3.7) 
P2 = * * * = pn = 0. (3.8) 
Then from X,-lx, = I, we obtain nx’ = 1 or x’ = n-1. Now let A = 
[Q] E S,(F). Then, since 
k==ll=l 
for i = 2,. . . , n, 
=r n-1 . . . n-l kij xkl 
. . . 4, 
. . . arm 
1 
Ii 1 xlj 1 
(3.9) 
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where k E !J&_,(F). Now let 9 z D(X,) denote the mapping of d,(F) 
into W,_,(F) given by 
.n(X,): A -A, (3.10) 
where A and 2 are related as in (3.9). Since X,-IAX, = X,-IBX, 
implies that A = B, Q is 1 to 1 from b,(F) into 9&_,(F). Now, by (3.4), 
X,-11,x, = 1+ o,_,; (3.11) 
hence (J&J = 0,-r. Trivially, (I,)0 = 1,-r. Now let A, B E b,(F) 
and a E F, where (A)_0 = k and (B)R = I?. Since 
X,-l(A 0 B)X, = X,-IAX, + X,-IBX, - X,-lJnX,, = 1 i_ (A” + a), 
(3.12) 
X,-‘(AB)X, = (X,-lAX,)(X,-lBX) = 1$ (A@, (3.13) 
and 
Xn-l(a o A)X, = ax,-lAX, + (1 - a)Xn-lJnXn = 1 -F_ (aA), (3.14) 
9 is an algebra isomorphism from b,(F) into ~IJ&_~(F). Now let E,, E%Q_~(F) 
be the matrix with a 1 in position (Y - 1, s - 1) and O’s elsewhere; 
Y = 2,. . ., n, s = 2,. . , n. The set of all such matrices forms a basis 
for t&_,(F) as a vector space over F. Note that the 1 in E,, is in position 
(Y, s) of 1 i_ E,,. Then, by (3.11), 
X,(1 i &,)X,-r 
(3.15) 
Now, since 2 < Y < n and 2 < s < n, we have by (3.2) and (3.8) that 
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and 
,g (n-l + x&i) = 1 + xir i; Xii = 1, i = 1,. . .) 92. 
j=l 
Hence B,, E X,(1 i EJX,-l E b,(F) or (B&J = E,, for all Y and s, 
2 < Y < n, 2 < s < n. Now let c E mZ,_,(F). There exist unique scalars 
c,, E F, 2 < r < n, 2 < s < n, such that 
Then for 
where 0 z denotes summation in b,(F), we have by (3.12) and (3.14) 
that (C)Q = C. This shows that Q maps G,(F) onto !B$_,(F). We have 
just proved 
THEoREhf 3.1. b,(F) is algebra isomorphic to !&_,(F). Thus b,(F) 
is a simple algebra of dimension (n - 1)s oveY F. 
The question naturally arises as to when the isomorphism SC! preserves 
transposes. This is answered in the following theorems. 
THEOREM 3.2. The isomorphism D E Q(X,) preserves transposes if 
and only if for some z E F, z # n, 
X,XnT = (n - z)I, + zJn. (3.16) 
Every matrix X, E !Dl,(F) with first column entries all equal to 1 and satisfying 
(3.16) for some z E F, z # n, char(F) +‘n, is the matrix of such an isomorplzism. 
No such matrix exists when char(F) = 2 and n > 1 is odd. 
Proof. Suppose 9 preserves transposes. Then 
x n -lATX, = (X,-lAX,)T (3.17) 
for all A E b,(F); this implies that 
A-l(X,X,T)A = X,X,T (3.18) 
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for all nonsingular A E F,(F). In particular, (3.18) is true when A is any 
permutation matrix P E a,(F). Now P-l = PT; hence, for A = P, the 
left side of (3.18) is the end product of a permutation of the positions of 
X,XnT which maps the diagonal positions onto themselves and the off- 
diagonal positions onto themselves. Now, for any two diagonal positions 
or any two off-diagonal positions of X,XnT, (k, I) and (Y, s), there exists a 
permutation matrix P = [pij] l a,(F) such that position (k, I) goes to 
position (r, s) in the mapping X,XnT - PT(X,XnT)P. Any P for which 
pkr = 1 and pLS = 1 will do. Hence, by (3.18), the diagonal entries of 
X,XnT have a common value y, and the off-diagonal entries of X,XnT 
have a common value z’ = zn-l or 
X,XnT = (y - zn-l)I, + zJn. (3.19) 
Now, by (3.11), 
X,TJ,(X,T)-l = (X,-lJ,X,)T = 1 + O,_,; 
hence, by (3.19), 
XnTX, = X,T(X,X,T)(X,T)-l = (y - z+1, + ~(1 i_ O,_,); (3.20) 
and hence n = y + ~(1 - n-l) or JJ - zn-’ = n - z. Hence, by (3.19) 
we have (3.16). If z = n, then, by (3.16), X, would be singular, a contradic- 
tion. Hence z # n. Conversely, suppose X, satisfies (3.16) where z # n. 
Then, for all A E Q,(F), 
X,XnTA = (x - z)A + zJ, = AX,XnT 
or 
XnTA(XnT)-l = X,-IAX,, 
which is equivalent to (3.17). Hence Q preserves transposes. 
Now suppose that X, is a matrix in W&(F) with first column entries 
all equal to 1 and satisfying (3.16) for some z E F, z f n, char(F) r n. Then 
(det XJz = n(n - ~)~--l # 0, (3.21) 
whence X, is nonsingular. To prove the second statement of the theorem, 
we need only show that the column j sum of X,, IJ~, is equal to 0 for i = 
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2,3,. . ., n, since the nonsingularity of the submatrix X will follow by 
(3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). Now from (3.16) we obtain 
XnTX, = (n - z)In + .zXn-lJnXn. (3.22) 
Letting pi’ denote the row i sum of X,-l, 1 < i < n, (3.22) becomes 
XnTX, = [(n - z)f$?] + zn-l[pi’aj]. (3.23) 
Now, from X,-lx, = I,, we immediately have pi’ = 1 and ps’ = * * * = 
P' - 0. Then, since XnTX, is symmetric, we have from (3.23) that n- 
CTj = PI’“? = Pj’Ol = 0, j = 2,. .,n. (3.24) 
Now suppose that such a matrix X, = [xij] exists for char(F) = 2 where 
n > 1 is odd. By (3.23) and (3.24), we have for i > 1 that 
contrary to z # n. Hence no such X, exists in this case. 
At this point we should ask when such isomorphisms exist. Because 
of its simplicity and in anticipation of its use in Section 6, we consider 
the case where z = 0. As we shall see, this is really no restriction on the 
possible cases for which such transpose-preserving isomorphisms can exist. 
THEOREM 3.3. There exists a matrix X, ~I111,(F) z&h first-column 
entries all equal to 1 and satisfying X,XaT = nI,, char(F) f n, precisely 
in the following cases: 
(i) char(F) = 0: 
(a) n=O (mod4). 
(b) n E 2 (mod 4) and n is the sum of two squares in F. 
(c) n is odd and n is a square in F. 
(ii) char(F) =p, p an odd prime, n + 0 (mod@) : 
(d) n is even. 
(e) n is odd and n is a square in F. 
Proof. Suppose such a matrix X, exists. By (3.21) with z = 0, we 
have 
det X, = * nn12. (3.25) 
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Since nni2 E F, we have either that n is even or that n is odd and is a 
square in F where, by Theorem 3.2, char(F) # 2. Thus the various cases 
and conditions of the theorem are necessary except perhaps for the 
condition in case (b). We now take n s 2 (mod 4). We let c denote 
congruence of square matrices over the field F, i.e., for A, B E mm,(F), 
A c B if and only if there exists a nonsingular P E mm,(F) such that 
PAPT = B. Now, by X,I,XnT = nl,, we have I, c nl,. Also, by the 
Lagrange four-square theorem and n - 2 = 0 (mod 4), we see that 
nln_s 2 In-s, whence nIn_2 + I, L I, ([3, pp. 109-1101). Hence, since 
2 is an equivalence relation on Y&(F) , we have nIn_2 i nl, = nI, 2 nIn_2 + 
Iz, whence by the Witt cancellation law, nI, 2 I,. This says that n must 
be the sum of two squares in F. This condition for n E 2 (mod 4) is, of 
course, necessary for both char(F) = 0 and char(F) = p, p an odd prime; 
however, it need not be stated for the latter. Every positive integer n 
is the sum of at most two squares in GF(p), whereas this is not true in, 
e.g., the field of rational numbers. 
We now construct the desired matrix X, for each of the cases of 
the theorem. By the Lagrange four-square theorem we have n = a2 + 
b2 + c2 + d2, where a, b, c, and d are integers. Then for case (a), where 
n = 0 (mod 4) and char(F) = 0, we have the desired matrix 
x, = 
-Hi -DT -ET ~ -FT 
_______. ~_--- 
D sol, boI, c o I, 
El bol, ;- (aoI,) - (doI,) 
_ 
F c 0 I, d0I.V - (a o IN) 
I- 
I- 
l- 
!- 
G doI, - (c 0 IA-Y) boI, 
where N = (n - 4)/4, 
1 1 1 1 
-1 1 -1 
H= 
’ 1 -1 -1 1 
1 l-l-l - 
-GT - 
dOIN 
COI, 
- (b 0 Iiv) 
- (a o IN) 
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Next, we consider the cases where n is even and is the sum of two squares 
in F, n = a2 + b2, a and b in F. Since n is always the sum of at most 
two squares in GF(p), p an odd prime, this will settle cases (b) and (cl). 
For char(F) = 0 and for char(F) = p, n + 2 (mod p), we have the desired 
matrix 
x, = 
‘1 1 
1 -1 
K 
L 
-KT 
sol, 
bol, 
and, for char(F) = p, n = 2 (moclp), the matrix 
x, = 
-1 1 
1 -1 
K 
L 
-KT 
I, - 2-IE, 
I, - 2-lE, 
- LT 
Im - 2-lE, 
- 1, + 2-lE,, 
where m = (n - 2)/Z, E, is the matrix of order m all of whose entries 
are l’s, and 
are of size m x 2. 
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Finally, we consider cases (c) and (e) where rz is odd and is a square 
in F, n = a2, a E F, char(F) f 2. For char(F) = 0 and for char(F) = 
9, n + 1 (mod p), we have the desired matrix 
x, = 
-11 -1 .** -1 
_ ~ _~_. 
1 
a 0 In-1 
and, for char(F) = $, n E 1 (mod@), the matrix 
x, = 
. . 
2-IEn_, 
where E,_, is the matrix of order n - 1 all of whose entries are 1’s. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. If there exists an X, E Y&(F) with first-column entries 
all equal to 1 and satisfying (3.16) for some z E F, n # z # 0, char(F) 7 n, 
then theye exists an 8, G Y&(F) with first-column e-rztries all equal to 1 and 
satisfying R,X,T = %I,. Thus transpose-preserving isomorphisms 
Q(X,) exist Precisely foY the cases given in Theorem 3.3. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an X, E%Q(F) with first-column entries 
all equal to 1 and satisfying (3.16) for some z E F, n f z f 0, char(F) -in. 
Then from (3.21) we have 
det X, = & nlpa(n - ~)(~-l)/~ E F, (3.26) 
whence, if n is odd then n must be a square in F, char(F) f 2, and, if n 
is even then n(n - z) must be a square in F. By Theorem 3.3 there exists 
the desired x, E 9&(F) for any odd n where n is a square in F and char(F) # 
2. So we consider n even. Now n(n - 2) a square in F is equivalent to 
n(n - z)-l a square in F. Let y = [n(n - ~)-~]r’~ E F. We multiply 
every column of X, except the first column by y and denote the new 
matrix by X,. Then x, has first-column entries all equal to 1 and 
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8,X,T = yZX,X,T + Pz(l - y2)Jn 
= ?%I, + [nz(n - z)-’ + n - nyn - z)-l]Jn 
= nI,, 
which proves the theorem. 
4. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF b,(F) 
Let V,(F), n >, 2, denote the vector space of n-tuples over the field 
I;, char(F)fn, and let W,(F) denote the set of all vectors in V,(F) with 
sum of components equal to 1. In W,(F) we define an e.d.s. addition, 
0, and an e.d.s. scalar multiplication, o, as follows. Let j, E W,(F) be 
the n-tuple in which every entry is n-l. Then, for all II, w E W,(F) and 
all a E F, 
and 
u @w 3 u + w - j,, (4.1) 
a 0 u E au + (1 - a)j,. (4.2) 
Just as for b,(F), we can show that W,(F) forms a vector space under 
e.d.s. addition and e.d.s. scalar multiplication. If we view W,(F) geomet- 
rically, we see that it is the hyperplane in V,(F) passing through the 
point j, and “orthogonal” to the line determined by j, and the origin. 
Then (4.1) and (4.2) state that the e.d.s. sum and the e.d.s. scalar multiple 
of vectors in W,(F) are nothing but the “orthogonal projections” onto 
this hyperplane of the respective ordinary sum and ordinary scalar 
multiple of these vectors in V’,(F). Now let u = [u,, . . , u,] E W,(F) 
and X, be the matrix constructed in the last section. By (3.1), 
ux, = il, U], (4.3) 
where 6 E V,_,(F). Let $ z $(X,) be the mapping of W,(F) into V,_,(F) 
given by 
I//(X,): u + u, (4.4) 
where u and ii are related as in (4.3). Since uX, = wX, implies that 
u = w, $J is 1 to 1 from W,(F) into V,_,(F). Now, by (3.2), 
j,X, = II, Lila (4.5) 
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where 
Hence uA E W’,(F). Now we easily verify for any u, w E W,(F), a E F, 
and A E b,(F) that 
(u@w)A = uA @WA, (4.9) 
and 
(aou)A=ao(uA). (4.10) 
Hence b,(F) is a set of linear transformations on W,(F). Furthermore, 
for any u E W,(F), a E F, and A, B E g,(F), 
and 
u(A @B) = UA @uB, (4.11) 
u(ao A) = ao (uA). (4.12) 
Since the dimension of W,(F) is n - 1 and the dimension of &n(F) is 
(n - 1)2, we have 
on 
THEOREM 4.2. b,(F) is the linear algebra of all linear transformations 
W,(F). 
This is also pointed out by the equivalence of the two equations 
uA = w in W,(F) and (u)#(A)Q = (w)z+!J in V,_,(F). 
Looking back on what we have done, we see that each X,, as constructed 
in Section 3, yields a nonsingular linear transformation $ E #(X,) from 
W,(F) onto V,_,(F). The converse to this is also true. 
THEOREM 4.3. Each nonsingular linear transformation $J from W,(F) 
onto I/,_,(F), char(F) fn, is of the form C,!J s $(X,) given. by (4.3) and 
(4.4), where 
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R = [Zij] E‘JJ1,_l(F) is nonsingular, and 
n-1 
xj + 2 nl,, = 0, j = 1,2,. . .,a - 1 
z:1 
Proof. Let Z/J be a nonsingular linear transformation from W,(F) 
onto V,_,(F). Let II = Iur, I+, . ., u,] be arbitrary in W,(F) and let 
114 = 6 I- [S,, z&,. , S,_,] E V,_,(F). With respect to the basis 
e2, es,. . . , e,ofW,(F)andbasisc,=(l,O ,..., O),?,=(O,l,O ,..., 0) ,..., 
6 n_l = (0,. . ., 0, 1) of V,_,(F), there are (PZ - 1)2 scalars Zij EF such 
that 
il - 1 
en* = 2 iLlj 2! j,
j=l 
which means that Q!J is represented with respect to these two bases by 
the nonsingular matrix x = [Zij] E W,_,(F). Now 
hence the representation of u with respect to the chosen basis of W,(F) 
is [u2 - q, u3 - ul,. , 24, - q]. Since ii is its own representation 
with respect to the chosen basis of V,_,(F), the equation u# = ii is 
equivalent to 
or 
II- 1 n-1 
u1 ,z 2ij + 2 zbi+lxlij = Gjj j= 1,2 ,...,n- 1. 
i=l 
Letting xj = - ~~~~ 3,,, j = 1, 2,. - . ., n 1, this becomes 
1% u‘b. . , ZL,] 
i 
x1 -*. X,-l 
x I = [%> 62,. I S,_,l, (4.13) 
where the matrix on the left side of (4.13) is of size w x (n - 1). Finally, 
we construct 
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Since Cr=i uui = 1, we have 
or 
ux, = [l, U]. 
Hence $ is of the form # E 4(X,) given by (4.3) and (4.4), where X, 
satisfies the conditions specified in Theorem 4.3. 
5. PERMUTATION BASES FOR b,(F) 
At this point we want to obtain an easily constructed “standard” 
basis for b,(F) as a vector space over F. We construct a set of permutation 
matrices by a method called the SBC Process as follows. In the first stage 
we construct 2n - 3 permutation matrices. Let T, E d,(F) be the principal 
circulant permutation matrix of order n, i.e., 
0 1 
0 1 0 
T,= ‘.: I I . 0 01 1 0 
We form the n - 1 permutation matrices {P,,_i(i = 1,. . , n - I>, where 
P,,_i = Tni. Next we construct n - 2 permutation matrices (PBili = 
1,. , n -- 2) as follows. We form Psi by placing a 1 in the same position 
as the 1 in row 1 of P2i_-1 and another 1 in the same position as the 1 in 
column 1 of Pzi+l. We then complete the matrix to a permutation matrix 
by any efficient method. An easy way to do so is to strike out the two 
rows and two columns containing the two l’s just placed, and fill out the 
remaining submatrix as the identity matrix or the principal circulant 
permutation matrix of order n - 2. If n > 3 we proceed to the next 
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stage and construct 2n - 5 permutation matrices of the form P2n_3+j = 
1 i_ P,‘, where P,‘, . ., PL,_5 are constructed in the same manner as 
P,, ., P2n_3, but for order PZ - 1. If PZ 3 4, we would at the next stage 
construct 2% ~ 7 permutation matrices of the form P4n_-8+k = I, 4 Pk”. 
We continue this process until we construct I,_, i T,. It is easy to count 
that the number of permutation matrices of order n constructed by the 
SBC process is ($2 - 1)2. So we have P,,_,,, = I,_, q T,. 
THEOREM 5.1. The (n - 1)2 fiermutation matrices of order n constructed 
by the SBC process form a basis of b,(F). 
Proof. Let A = [ai?-] E 8,(F) be arbitrary. In a sequence of steps 
we subtract appropriate scalar multiples of SBC process permutation 
matrices from A so as to ensure that zeros occur in additional positions 
of the resulting matrix at each step. We first subtract alp,, ctl = a,,, 
from A to obtain a matrix Au) with a 0 in position (n, 1). Let the resulting 
(1, 2) entry be Q. We then subtract Q_P, from A(l) to obtain a matrix 
At2) with a 0 in both positions (n, 1) and (1, 2). Let the resulting (n - 1, 1) 
entry be Q. At the next step we subtract ct3P3 from A@) to obtain a 
matrix Ac3) with O’s in positions (n, l), (1, 2), and (n - 1, 1). We continue 
this process until we obtain a matrix A(2n-4) with O’s in all positions of 
row 1 and column 1 except perhaps (1, l), (1, n), and (2, 1). Let the entries 
in positions (1, n) and (2, 1) be a,*, and CQ,+~, respectively. At each step 
leading to A(2n-4) the equality of all the row and column sums is preserved; 
hence, in A(2n-4), a& = CQ~_~. We then subtract u2n_3P2n_3 from A(2n-4) 
to obtain a matrix 
A@+3, = A _ 
is %Pi = a’ i- A’, 
where a’ is the (1, 1) entry of At2+-3) and A’ has all row and column sums 
equal to a’. If n 3 3, we proceed to the next stage and repeat the above 
subtraction procedure on A’, using the permutation matrices P2n_3+j = 
1 4 P,‘. At the end of 2n - 5 subtractions we would have a matrix 
A(4np8) = A - iz criPi = a”I, i_ A”, 
where a” is the (1, 1) and (2, 2) entry in A(4n-8), and A” has all row and 
column sums equal to a”. If n 3 4, we would at the next stage repeat 
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the above subtraction procedure on A”, using the permutation matrices 
P4+8+1; = I, i_ Pk”. We continue this process to where we subtract 
qn-l)ZP (n_l)l = CC(~_~)~(I~_~ & T,) and obtain a matrix 
(n-l)' 
A((Q--~)‘) = A - 2 uipi = uoIn, 
i=l 
where cq, = 1 - ~~=;‘)’ q. Hence 
n-1 n-2 (n-1)’ 
A = dn + 2 Q--1P2i_1 + 2 QP% + 2 EjPj. (5.1) 
%==l %=I j=zn-_2 
Now 
n-1 
I, = nJn - 2 P2,_1; (5.2) 
i=l 
hence (5.1) becomes 
n-1 
A = 2 (cc~~_~ - Q)P,,_~ + s$r*8i~2i + ‘*3’ ujPj + ntco Jn. (5.3) 
i=l i&l i=zn-2 
We define new constants /IO,. . . , ~~~~~~~ by 
&-I = c$-_l - uo, i = 1,. . .,n - 1, 
Bi = uj, all jf2i-1, i=l,..., n-l. (54 
Then (5.3) becomes 
(n-l)* 
A = 2 BjPj + nBoJn, (5.5) 
j=l 
where 
2 /3j = 1 - n/IO, 
Now 
(n-l)* 
jz (1 - Bj)Jn = (n2 - 2n)J, + Q’oJn ; 
(5.6) 
hence, from (5.5), 
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(n-l)’ (n-l)* 
A = 2 BjPj + c (1 - PJJn - b2 - 24J, 
1’1 j-1 
(n-l)” 
= c /Ijo P, - (n2 - 2n)J, 
1’1 
(5.7) 
Hence every A E 6,(F) can be expressed as an e.d.s. linear combination 
of the (n - 1)2 permutation matrices given by the SBC process. Since 
the dimension of b,(F) is (n - 1)2, these permutation matrices form a 
basis of b,(F). 
We shall call any basis of B,(F) consisting of permutation matrices 
a permutation basis of b,(F). As an example, we construct a permutation 
basis by the SBC process for n. = 4. Here (n - 1)2 = 9 and we have 
0 
1 
0 ’ 
0 I 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
P, = 
: I 0001’ 0 0 1 0 
There is an interesting combinatorial method of constructing a permuta- 
tion basis for b,(F) when there exists a complete set of mutually orthogonal 
latin squares @VIOLS’s) of order n. (For a discussion of latin squares 
and their properties, see [3, Chapter 71 or the appropriate parts of [l, 
Chapters 12 and 131.) We construct a set of (n - 1)2 permutation matrices 
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by this method, called the OLS process, as follows. Let L,, . . . , L,_, be 
a complete set of MOLS’s of order n. To each symbol in one of these 
latin squares there corresponds a permutation matrix of order n, obtained 
from the square by replacing the given symbol by l’s and all other symbols 
by 0’s. Each latin square Li thus yields n permutation matrices Pij, 
j= l,..., n. Now, for each i = 1,. . ., n - 1, @ Cy=, Pij = Jn; hence 
the set of permutation matrices obtained from a single latin square is 
already a dependent set in g,(F). So from each set of n permutation 
matrices derived from a single latin square we delete one, which we may, 
without loss of generality, choose to be the last numbered one, i.e., we 
delete Pi, from the set derived from Li, i = 1,. . , n - 1. The remaining 
set {Pijli = 1,. ., n - 1, i = 1,. . . , 92 - 1) consists of (n - 1)2 permuta- 
tion matrices. 
THEOREM 5.2. The (n - 1)2 permutation matrices of order n constvucted 
by the 01-S process form a basis of b,(F). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the set of permutation matrices 
constructed by the OLS process are linearly independent. Suppose 
uij, i = 1,. . , 72 - 1, j = 1,. . . , vz - 1, are scalars in F such that 
(5.8) 
This is equivalent to 
Nowletrandsbeanytwointegerswherel <r<n- 1,l <S<PZ- 1. 
We consider the n matrix positions in which P,, has 1’s. For each i, 
1 < i < n - 1, i # Y, each Pij, j = 1,. . , n - 1, has a 1 in exactly one 
of these matrix positions since L, and Li are orthogonal. Summing the 
values in these n matrix positions on the left and right sides of (5.9) yields 
nuts + C C %j = $F, %I. 
z=l,i#rJ=l 
(5.10) 
We now consider the n matrix positions in which the deleted P,, has 1’s. 
Again, for each i, 1 < i < n - 1, i # r, each Pij, i = 1,. . , n - 1, has 
a 1 in exactly one of these matrix positions by the orthogonality of L, 
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and Li. Summing the values in these n matrix positions on the left and 
right sides of (5.9) yields 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
& z aij = 2, aij. 
(5.11) 
Comparing (5.10) and (5.11), since char(F) +‘n we have that 
6, = 0. (5.12) 
Since Y and s were arbitrary, we have aij = 0 for all i, j, 1 < i < n - 1, 
1 < j < n - 1, in (5.8). Hence the (PZ - 1)2 permutation matrices 
constructed by the OLS process are linearly independent in G,(F), and 
we have the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.1. A permutation basis of b,(F) can be constructed by 
the OLS process whenever n 3 3 is a prime power. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that a complete set of MOLS’s 
exists and can be constructed whenever n > 3 is a prime power [3, 
Theorem 1.2, p. 811. 
As an example, we construct a permutation basis by the OLS process 
for n = 4. Now 
1 , L,= 
a b c d- 
c d a b I _ d c b a b a d c - 
a b c d- 
d c b a 
b a d c 
c d a b - 
is a complete set of MOLS’s of order 4. From them we obtain a basis 
L 
1000- 
010 0 
PII = 
0 010 
00 01 _ 
P,, = 
-1 0 0 o- 
0 010 
0 001 
010 0 
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P,, = 
[ 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 o- 1 
_ 
> P,,= 
-0 1 0 0’ 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 I 1 P,,== 
-0 0 1 o- 
0 1 0 0 
_ 1 
0001. 
1 0 0 0 
By the discussion in Section 2, B,(F) is a field isomorphic to F, and 
so I, may be taken as the basis element of b,(F). There is a permutation 
basis for b,(F): 
which can be constructed by both the SBC process and the OLS process. 
This cannot happen for b,(F), n > 4, because in a basis constructed by 
the SBC process we obtain (VZ - 2)2 permutation matrices which have 
a 1 in position (1, l), while in a basis constructed by the OLS process we 
can obtain no more than “rz - 1 < (PZ - 2)2 such matrices. 
6. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS IN b,(F) 
In this section we shall examine the four principal equivalence relations 
for matrices, row equivalence, equivalence, similarity, and congruence, 
in b,(F), but we will not enter here into any study of canonical forms for 
the equivalence classes determined by these relations. 
DEFINITIONS. Let A, B E d,(F). We say that A and B are 
(1) raze, equivalent, written A zg B, in Q,(F) if there exists a non- 
singular matrix C E b,(F) such that CA = B; 
(2) equivaknt, written A 2 B, in G,(E) if there exist nonsingular 
matrices C, D E B,(F) such that CAD = B; 
(3) similar, written A 2 B, in b,(F) if there exists a nonsingular 
matrix C E&,(F) such that C-lAC = B; 
(4) congrued, written A 2 B, in G,(F) if there exists a nonsingular 
matrix C E &,(I;) such that CTAC = B. 
We already have the corresponding definitions of row equivalence, 
equivalence, similarity, and congruence in !&,(F). 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let A, B E b,(F). If A RE l3 in mm,(F), then A % B 
in b,(F), and conversely. 
Proof. Suppose A iE B in Y&(F). Tl ren there exists a nonsingular 
matrix R l mm,(F) such that RA = B. But then (X,-lRX,)(X,-lAX,) = 
X,-IBX, or 
R*(l+ A”) = 14 B, (6.1) 
where R* = X,-IRX,, and A, R E Y&+,(F). From (6.1) we see that the 
(1, 1) entry in R* must be 1 and all other entries in column 1 of R* must 
be 0. Let R denote the submatrix of R* of order n - 1 obtained by 
deleting row 1 and column 1. Then (6.1) implies that Rd = B; hence 
(1 q R)(l q A) = 1 i- i?, whence 
CA = B, (6.2) 
where C = X,(1 i R)X,pr E b,(F) IS nonsingular. Thus A EE B in b,(F). 
The converse is trivial. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A, B E b,(F). If A E B in %&(F), then A g B in 
b,(F), and conversely. 
Proof. Suppose A -E- B in Y&(F). Then there exist nonsingular 
matrices R, S E W,(F) such that RAS = B. Then (XmMIRX,)(X,-lAX,) . 
(X,-lSX,) = X,-lBX, or 
R*(l + A).S* = 1 + d, (6.3) 
where R* = X -lRX Tl 7lr S* = X,-lSX,, and A, B E%&_~(F). Hence 
1 c A z 1 i B in !&(F). This means that 1 i A and 1 & B have the 
same rank, whence A and B have the same rank; and this implies that 
A 2 &’ in Y.&_,(F). Th’ 1s means that there exist nonsingular matrices 
C, D EW,_~(F) such that CAD = B or (1 + c)(l i- A)(1 c D) = 1 q B. 
But then 
CAD = B, (‘3.4) 
where C = X,(1 i_ e)X,pr and D = X,(1 4 i?)X,-l are in b,(F). Hence 
A 2 B in b,(F). The converse is obvious. 
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THEOREM 6.3. Let A, BE d,(F). If A s B in mm,(F), then A s B 
in b,(F), and conversely. 
Proof. Suppose A 2 B in VJ&(F). Then there exists a nonsingular 
matrix R E Y&(F) such that R-lAR = B. Then (X,-lRX,)-l(X,-lAX,) - 
(X,-lRX,) = X,-lBX, or 
(R*))l(l i_ A)R* = l+ l?, (6.5) 
where R* = X,-IRX, and A, B E YJ&_,(F), whence 1 4 A 2 1 i B in 
Y&(F). Let 1 denote an indeterminate over F and F [A] denote the ring 
of polynomials in 1 over F. Then iii, - (1 -r A) = (A - 1) -r (311,-r - A) 
and ill, - (1 q B) = (A - 1) i- (AI,_, - B) have the same rank and 
elementary divisors in F [A]. But then ;il,_, - x and AI,_, - fi have 
the same rank and elementary divisors in F [A], whence A -’ B in i&_,(F). 
This means that there exists a nonsingular matrix C E Y&_,(F) such that 
i’-rkz’ = B or (1 -r C)-l(l i- a)(1 q z’) = 1 c &. Thus 
C-lAC = B, (6J3) 
where C = X,(1 i c)X,-r~ b,(F). Hence A 2 B in b,(F). Again, the 
converse is trivial. 
For F a subfield of the real numbers R, Theorem 6.3 yields the following 
generalization of a result proved earlier for a special case of two similar 
doubly stochastic matrices ( [ 2, Theorem 61). Recall that gm(F) = 
gn(R) n b,(F). 
COROLLARY~.~. Let A, B E gn(F) where F c R. If A s B in 9&(F), 
then there exists a nonsingular matrix C E 9,(F) such that C-lAC = B. 
Proof. Suppose A 2. B in mm,(F). Then, by Theorem 6.3, there 
exists a nonsingular matrix D = [dij] E b,(F) such that D-lAD = B. 
Let cc # 0 be any value in F for which CI o D = aD + (1 - x)Jn has all 
entries nonnegative. For M = maxlGi,jGn ldij - n-l1 > 0, any a # 0 
satisfying Ia/ < (nM)-l will do. Then, setting C = a o D, whence C-l = 
a-l o D-l, we have C-lAC = (a-’ o D-l)A(a o D) = (a-la) o D-lAD = 
D-lAD = B, where C E gn(F) is nonsingular. 
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For the proof of our next theorem, we will need the following special 
cancellation law for symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A, & E ‘iI&_, be either both symmetric or both skew- 
symmetric matrices, where char(F) # 2. If d+ ii” d+ B in mm,(F), 
d E F, then a c- B in Y&_,(F). 
Proof. When A and I? are both symmetric, this is a special case of 
the well-known Witt cancellation law. Hence, suppose that A and B 
are both skew-symmetric. Since d -t d 5 d t 8, it is clear that a and 
l? have the same rank 2p, p >, 0 an integer. Then, for 
Ei = i= 1,2 ,..., p, 
we know that 
_AC-E,+E,& . i_ E, + 0n_,_-2p c B. 
Hence ‘4 z E? in ?iIJ31,_1(F), and we have the lemma. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let A, B E 8’,(F) be either both symmetric OY both e.d.s. 
skew-symmetric, where char(F) # 2, and Let there exist a matrix X, E gJl,(F) 
with first column e&ies all equal to 1 and satisfying X,XxT = nI, (the 
precise cases of which are given in Theorem 3.3). Then A c: B in !J&,(F) 
implies that A 2 R in a,(F), and co,nversel_v. 
Proof. Let A c B in an,(F). Then there exists a nonsingular matrix 
X E!IR~(F) such that RTAR = B. Then (X,P~R~X,)(X,-~AX,) . 
(X,plRX,) = X,plBX,. Now X,* = nX,pl. Hence X -rRTX 7L n = 
(X,,‘R(XnT)-l)Y = (XY2-lRX,,jT and 
(R*)T(l + A”)R* = 1 i_ B, (6.7) 
where R* = X,-lRX, and A”, B E W,_,(F), whence 1 4 A 2 1 q B in 
!Q(F). Since Q(X,) preserves transposes, A and B are either both symmet- 
ric or both skew-symmetric. 
Thus, by Lemma 6.1, P? 2 8 in V&_,(F). Hence there exists a non- 
singular matrix C E %1,_1(F) such that CTAC = B or (1 i_ QT (1 + A) * 
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(l$ z;) = 1 + lj. Tl len, sinceX,(l i_ QTX,-l = ((XnT)-l(l i_ C)XnT)T = 
(X,(1 + QX,-l)? 
CTAC = B, (6.8) 
where C = X,(1 c e)X,-l E b,(F). Hence A 2 B in b,(F). Again, the 
converse is obvious. 
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